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LVNL selects FREQUENTIS tower system for SESAR deployment
Frequentis has been selected by LVNL (Air Traffic Control the Netherlands) to deploy a tower
system in accordance with the Pilot Common Project (PCP) regulations driving the SESAR
deployment, thereby replacing and upgrading existing systems and delivering the company’s
electronic flight strips system. The contract involves a development partnership for up to
25 years, ensuring LVNL is able to deploy the required ATM functions supporting airport
integration and throughput.
“Safe and efficient daily operations are top priority. Professional controllers need professional tools.
With the proven tower system of Frequentis, we will improve the safety and efficiency of the Schiphol
tower operations. A welcome and necessary innovation that will enable us to safely accommodate the
growth of air traffic in the future”, said Michiel van Dorst, CEO of LVNL.
LVNL is in charge of providing civil air traffic service control in the Netherlands. The current tower
system of LVNL is used in all the three towers of Amsterdam Airport Schiphol – the central tower, tower
West and the emergency tower. Schiphol is the main civil airport in the Netherlands and one of the
busiest airports of Europe. In 2016 around 479,000 aircraft movements were handled with an hourly
peak capacity of about 110 movements.
Frequentis won the tender due to having the most economically advantageous tender. With its
substantial expert engineering force across the group, complemented by partner eco-systems, the
company proves to be the ideal partner to deploy these new tower systems in accordance with PCP
regulations. The current LVNL tower systems will be replaced with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
products, which enable a much easier implementation of new functionalities.
Within this contract, Frequentis will also provide its electronic flight strips system “smartSTRIPS”.
Replacing paper strips, this solution combines exceptional usability with electronic data connection.
“Already deployed on five continents, this solution covers installations from two to more than ninety
controller working positions”, explained Hannu Juurakko, Vice President ATM Civil at Frequentis.
“smartSTRIPS will enable the digitalisation of paper strips, paving the way for further automation and
providing improved situational awareness for controllers. The new tower solution for LVNL will see the
full innovative strength of the Frequentis Group and we are honoured to be trusted as the provider”,
Hannu Juurakko added.
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Note: Frequentis smartSTRIPS uses elements of the DigiStrips technology created by DSNA-DTI / Research & Development, formerly
CENA.

About FREQUENTIS
Frequentis is an international supplier of communication and information systems for control centres with safety-critical tasks.
These control centre solutions are developed and distributed by Frequentis in the business segments Air Traffic Management
(civil and military air traffic control, and air defence) and Public Safety & Transport (police, fire and rescue services, emergency
medical services, vessel traffic and railways). Frequentis maintains a worldwide network of subsidiaries and local representatives
in more than fifty countries. The company’s products and solutions are behind more than 25,000 operator positions in over 130
countries. With this extensive portfolio, Frequentis is the leading provider of voice communication systems… all making our world
a safer place every day!
For more information, please visit www.frequentis.com
Alexa Billensteiner, Influencer Marketing Expert, Frequentis AG,
alexa.billensteiner@frequentis.com, phone: +43 1 81150-1437

About Air Traffic Control the Netherlands (LVNL)
Air Traffic Control the Netherlands (LVNL) is in charge of providing air traffic control services in the civil airspace of the
Netherlands. Each year we handle more than 560.000 flights safe and efficient. LVNL is integrated into the Central European
Functional Airspace Block (FABEC) and employs around 900 people. LVNL provides air traffic control services for Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol, Rotterdam The Hague Airport, Groningen Airport Eelde, Maastricht Aachen Airport and en-route.

For more information, please visit www.lvnl.nl
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